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Three types of exact solutions of the Cauchy problem for the gravitation equations are obtained for 
centrally symmetric nonstationary worlds consisting of dust matter and of an electromagnetic field of 
charges. These solutions depend on two arbitrary functions of the radial coordinate and on a constant. An 
expression is derived for the maximum energy of particles accelerated by an electric field and scattered in 
the field of isotropic radiation in such worlds. 

I. We consider 4-systems (worlds) of dustlike matter 
with energy density fS and an electromagnetic field with 
energy density ff' produced by charges of density ff' 
with the metric 

ds'=evd,'-e'dr'-R'(dS'+sin'Sdcp') 

in co-moving reference frames in gravitation theory [IJ, 
If R' 1= 0 and R' f 0 (the dot and the prime denote the 
differentiation with respect to T and r) everywhere ex
cept in a finite number of hypersurfaces, the problem 
reduces to the solution of the equations 

i!l =4nR( 1 +e-V R"'-r'R"-AR'/3) lx., 

i!l'=4nR'R'E" 

i!l'=4nR'R'(E,+e.) , 

p, '+p, (A' +4R'/R) 12=0, 

8.'+e. (A'+4R'/R) 12=0, 

e/+4e,R' IR-e.v'/2=0, 

where K = 81Tk/c 4 and A is the cosmological term, 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

The integrals that determine the initial state of the 
worlds were obtained by Markov and Frolov [2J, Let us 
find the possible exact solutions of the Cauchy equation 
for (1)-(8). Integration of Eqs, (2), (4), (6), and (7) with 
respect to T with allowance for (3), (5), and (8) leads to 
the appearance of three physically different functions 
of r: 

8,=Q' (rl/8nR', p,=4> (r) r"'/R', 

8.=F(r) e-"'/R', i!l=i!l, (r) -Q'/2R, 

Q'=4n4>, i!l/=4nF/(r) , 

/=R' e-'I'+QQ'/4nRF. 

It remains to integrate (8) with respect to rand (1) 
with respect to T, which are now transformed in the fol
lowing manner: 

v'=2QQ' e'I'//i!l ,'R', 

e-'R"=x (i!l ,-Q'/2R) /4nR+j' (l-QQ'/i!l,' R) ,+ AR'/3-1. 

(9) 

(10) 

There are at least three types of worlds for which the 
variables in (9) and (10) separate: 

1. Q=Q" 2. R,=R", 3. R1=R j " 
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where Rg = Kg 141T, Rr = Q2/2 i!l r' the zero subscript 
labels the constants. For these we have 

{ 
R"lf', Q=Q, 

e'= R"R'IQ'q', R,=R,., 

R"lj' (1-R"IR) " R,=R" 

Here VT(T) is an arbitrary function of T because of the 
admissibility of a transformation T = T(Tl) [IJ , q = 4>/F. 

The solution of (10) can now be represented in quad
ratures: 

± S e',;'dT= S e-v•I ' dR[x (i!l,-Q'I2R)/4nR+ (j-qQIR) '+AR'/3-1]-'" 

(11) 

where vR(R) = v - vT' The integrals in (11) can be evalu
ated, At A = 0 they are expressed in terms of elemen
tary functions, and yield the solutions for various non
stationary worlds, For lack of space, we cannot write 
them all out. We present one solution for Q = Qo and 
f2 < 1: 

R=R,[ 1-( 1-4R, 1;1')'" cos I] ] /2(1-f'), 

j ., , (12) 
± 5 e','dT=I([ 1]-- (1-4R j ~:') "sin 11] /2(1-t'J'1'. 

The existence of the worlds (11) should be ensured by 
physically admissible initial conditions, which we obtain 
by integrating (1) with respect to r at T = 0: 

±R' (0) e'(')'"= [l-AR' (0) /3-x (i!l, 

-Q'/2R (0) )/4nR(0) -e-"O'R"' (0) p, 
(13) 

where the zero in the brackets indicates the initial values 
of the functions, and ,\ (0) is an arbitrary function of r 
because of the admissibility of the transformation 
r = r(rl) [IJ, 

The solution of (13) reduces to quadratures at least in 
the following cases: 

1) Q=Q" InO) =0. /=±cos ( S e""" drl2a,) ; 

2) Q=Q" R' (0) =±2", e,,')/' sh (S e"O'I'drI2a,) , 

i=±ch ( S e"O'I' drl2ao ) ; 

3) R,=R", R'(O) =0, £,(O)+e.(O)=e,; 

4) R,=R,., R' (0) =0, q=q,; 

5) R,=R", q=q" e, (0) +8, (0) =8,; 

6) R,=R", R'(O) =0, E,(0)+8. (0) =8,; 

,) R,=R", /=/" 8, (0) +8. (0) =8,; 

8) R' (0) =0, q=q" 8, (0) +8. (0) =8,. 

For example, for the world (12) the initial conditions 
1) yield 
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R (0) =2ao sin X, 

± S e'(OI/' dr=2aoX, (14) 

where 2ao = (3//(100)1/2. 

Let us analyze the results. 

1. The total charge of the system Q and the "free en
ergy" of matter ~~ 

Q=4n S pfR'e'l' dr=4n S <D dr, 

~"=4n S 8.R'e'" dr=4n SF dr, 

do not depend on the time T, and the functions iI> and F 
have the meaning of the linear densities of the charge 
and of the free energy of matter. 

2. The total energy (fl r of the system does not depend 
on the time and is equal to the sum of the total energies 
of substance (fl s and of the field (flr: 

(fl.=4it S B,R'R' dr, 

(fl,=4n S B,R'R' dr+Q'/2R. 

For example, in the world (12) with initial state (14) we 
have 

(fl ,=Snao sin'x/y.+Qo'/4ao sin X. 

The free energy of the substance in this world is 

(fl,'=12:Jlao (X- I/2 sin 2X) /y.+Qo'/4ao tg X 

and is larger than its total energy by an amount equal to 
the gravitational mass defect. . 

3. The world 1 with constant charge Qo is a single 
charge placed in uncharged matter (iI> = 0). If there is no 
matter (F = 0), then the static Reissner-Nordstrom 
world is obtained [2J , in which 

R=r, R'=O, eV =e-'=1-.\r'-y.«(fl,o-Q,'/2r)/4nr. 

4. In world 2 with constant g~avitational ~dius RgO 
(constant total energy ~ rO) and In world 3 wIth constant 
"classical radius" RfO, the charge Q is distributed over 
the system. For example, the realization of the initial 
conditions 4) yields 

R(O) =Rgo(l + sin X)/2, ± S e'(OI/'dr=Rgo(X - cos X) (x/Snqo'-1) '1'/2; 

Q=±Rgo cos X/2qo (x/SJTqo'-1) 'I,. 

We note that the free energy of the substance in the 
given world is always larger than the critical value 
ec 2/kll2, i.e., than the energy of the system whose gravi
tational radius is equal to the classical radius. 

5. The worlds 1 and 3 go over at Q = 0 into the 
Tolman-Friedmann worlds [lJ, while the world 2 is pos
sible only in the presence of a charge, since constancy of 
the total energy in this world is ensured by cancellation 
of the gravitational attraction by the electrostatic repul
sion of the charges. 

II, Among the solutions (11) and (13) there are worlds 
in which the electric field is small during the period of 
maximum expansion, but reaches an appreciable value on 
definite sections of the earlier stage of their develop
ment. 

We consider the motion of a particle with charge e 
and rest energy (flo in such systems. For the sake of 
generality, we take into account the energy loss by scat-
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tering in the field of isotropic radiation with energy 
density lOW [lJ: 

( du' ) 
(flo a;- + r,,'u'u' = eF"u.+a(T"u.-u'u,u,T"). (15) 

where a = 81T(e 2/ (flo) 2/3, and the nonzero components of 
the tensors Fik and Tik are 

F01= (SJTB,) 'I, exp[ - (v+1.)/21. 

For radial motion, the interval between events is 
equal to 

ds=ev/'O _~2e-V) 'I'd" 

where f3 = e A/ 2dr/dT. Let the Lorentz factor y = (fl/(flo 

be uo: 

We can then rewrite (15) in the energy-dependent form 

d1/d,=-4crBII"(1-ev/1')1'/~o+[v' 
(16) 

-)..: (l-ev/1') h/2+e (SnBf),l. (1-ev/y') 'f'ev/~o. 

In the case of greatest interest, that of strongly 
curved space or a strongly relativistic particle, when 
ye- v/ 2 »1, Eq. (16) simplifies and takes the form of a 
Riccati equation 

(17) 

Equation (17) can be solved rigorously if lOW = O. In the 
absence of radiation losses, the solution is 

1 = exp (S (-<>-1.)' d,/2 )[ Co+e S (SnB/l'l, exp ( v - S (v-I.)' d'/2) d,], 

where Co is a constant. In a neutral world (Ef = 0), the 
particle energy decreases when the system expands 
(v - 0, A - 0). This agrees with the conclusions [lJ 

concerning the motion of particles in a Friedmann 
universe. In a charged world, it becomes possibl~ for 
the energy of the arz>'iving particles to increase as a re
sult of their acceleration in the electric field. 

It is impossible to integrate (17) for a system with 
radiation. But if the particle is acted upon by the ac
celerating field during the entire time, then we obtain an 
expression for the limiting energy 

1m=~o(V-1.)· {1±[ 1 
(18) 

+64cre(SnB,) 'l'ev /3(flo'(v-1.)·' 1 'f,} !16crsw, 
. / 

where Ef' EW' v, and A are taken at the point at which 
dy/dT = O. 

We consider the case when the limiting energy is 
reached at the instant of maximum expansron, which we 
shall call initial [2J. We choose as the initial condition 
R'(O) = O. As R' - 0 we have (II - A)' - 0, and (18) 
simplifies to 

The limiting energy of the accelerated particles is 
determined by the initial values of the energy densities 
of the field and of the isotropic radiation, and depends 
little on the electric field at the instant of maximum ex
pansion. The use of the representation of the nonstation
ary charged world in cosmology (e.g., [3J entails the 
solution of a number of problems[4J that are beyond the 
scope of this paper. 
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In conclusion, the author is deeply grateful to Ya. B. 
ZeYdovich, A. S. Kompaneets, I. D. Novikov, and V. P. 
Frolov for a discussion of the work and for criticism. 
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